
                             (Your Name:                            )

So, how will you lift it?

There’s a 100 kilogram (220 pound) sandbag on the floor.
You really want to move it somehow.  What will you do?

Conditions:
1)   It has to move with just one person’s weight.
2)  You can use things you’re likely to find at school.
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We will lift the 100kg
sandbag with the pole and
get half of the bag on the

cart.   Then we will get
the other half on the cart

by using the pole again,
push it on, and carry it

out.

Necessary  things:
  a pole ( about 2 meters)
  a  handcart
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Kick it while
hanging on

   the weight

    We will
add the
weight

after we
lower the

rope

CAN YOU  REALLY GET A 70KG
WEIGHT ON THERE?

It 
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A sturdy pole (1.5  meters long)
A balance beam 5cm in diameter
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I WONDER IF IT
WILL WORK WELL?

Putting the cart diagonally,
one person pushes hard and
               gets the 100kg
                  sandbag onto the
                      cart

Pull out just one
section of the
gymnastics horse

roll roll!

roll roll!

I WONDER  IF  IT
WILL REALLY GET
ONTO THE CART?

Student plans (from lesson 1) for lifting the weight. These plans were included in the packet for the research lesson.
Student writing is in regular typeface; teacher’s comments are in capitals.

CART


